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Abstract: In application scenarios such as smart cities， a single wireless communication technology cannot cover 
complex network environments， while different communication technologies cannot communicate with each other， 
making it impossible to take full advantage of different wireless communication technologies. Therefore， we design a 
device that can communicate with multiple wireless communication nodes， which is called wireless heterogeneous 
communication  modules （WHCM）. WHCM is used as a hub to build a communication heterogeneous mesh network 
（CHMN）. CHMN consists of nodes with multiple wireless communication protocols. We propose an AD HOC on-

demand multi-path distance vector （AOMDV） routing protocol based on CHMN networks， named CH-AOMDV. 
CH-AOMDV is able to identify different types of communication protocols during the route initiation and path 
establishment process. It can also identify the communication distance， data transmission rate， energy and the load 
capacity of each node in CHMN. Simulations with NS-2 show that the performance of the CHMN is better than that 
of the traditional network when the distribution density between nodes is higher in terms of packet delivery rate， 
average end-to-end delay， throughput rate and routing overhead. This work proposes a new method of implementing 
CHMN and the corresponding routing protocol CH-AOMDV. The proposed protocol is superior to the other three 
protocols， improves network lifecycle， throughput and packet delivery rate， and reduces node overhead and average 
end-to-end delay. The protocol is useful for CHMN.
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0 Introduction 

With the development of Internet of things
（IoT） and wireless communication technology， a 
variety of wireless networks coexist in smart cities， 
smart homes， smart agriculture and other fields. 
Each wireless communication technology has differ‑
ent communication protocols. They construct com ‑
munication heterogeneous mesh network （CHMN）. 
WiFi， Bluetooth， Lora， ZIGBEE and other wire‑
less communication technologies have different ad‑
vantages and disadvantages. Different communica‑
tion technologies have strong complementarity. Due 

to different communication protocols， different 
types of wireless communication technologies can‑
not achieve communication， while a single wireless 
communication technology cannot adapt to the com ‑
plex and changing environment.

Among the existing studies on heterogeneous 
networks， Kim et al.［1］ proposed a load balancing al‑
gorithm for heterogeneous networks based on mo‑
tion state estimation. The user’s motion state was 
first estimated， and then some of the load was trans‑
ferred from the cellular network to the WLAN 
based on the estimated result. Wang et al.［2］ pro‑
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posed a heterogeneous networking scheme for Profi‑
net and Modbus networks based on software-de‑
fined networking （SDN） due to the advantage of 
Profinet and Modbus in the industrial field to im ‑
prove the efficiency of industrial production. Jiang et 
al.［3］ proposed a four-layer HetIoT architecture con‑
sisting of sensing， networking， cloud computing， 
and applications. Cheng et al.［4］ used the underlying 
heterogeneous small cell network for IoT and pro‑
posed an energy-efficient framework based on it. 
Wang et al.［5］ integrated cellular network with dedi‑
cated short range communications（DSRC） for het‑
erogeneous vehicular network （HetVNET） as a po‑
tential solution to meet its communication require‑
ments as a potential solution. Most of the existing re‑
search on heterogeneous networks［2-13］ are reflected 
in the heterogeneity of the network architecture and 
the different states of the nodes. This neither fully 
utilizes the advantages of different wireless commu‑
nication technologies， nor allows for flexible net‑
working. Plus， most of them adopt network simula‑
tion and lack of concrete realization methods. There‑
fore， this paper proposes a heterogeneous network 
using multiple wireless communication technologies 
for self-organization and implements this network 
using STM32.

In this paper， in order to realize the data com ‑
munication between different communication tech‑
nologies and form a CHMN， as shown in Fig.1， we 
design the wireless heterogeneous communication 
module （WHCM） that can communicate with multi‑
ple wireless communication nodes.

The WHCM is capable of interacting with a va‑
riety of communication nodes for data. After writing 

the module initialization code to the CPU and turn‑
ing on the power， the WHCM completes the initial‑
ization of the modules and establishes connections 
with the nearby nodes in the environment. Several 
WHCMs are put into a complex network with multi‑
ple communication technologies. With the WHCM 
acting as a bridge， nodes that cannot communicate 
directly establish connections， thus forming a 
CHMN， where the CHMN is a wireless self-orga‑
nizing mesh network， as shown in Fig.2.

The CHMN is developed on the basis of the 
traditional wireless self-organized mesh network and 
has its characteristics. The CHMN has the charac‑
teristics of WiFi， Bluetooth， Lora and ZIGBEE at 
the same time. Compared with the traditional wire‑
less mesh network， the CHMN appears to be more 
complex， and these features bring serious challeng‑
es to the design of routing algorithms.

Most of current routing technologies based on 
mesh networks are developed on the basis of on-de‑
mand routing protocols. The common on-demand 
routing protocols are AD HOC on-demand distance 
vector routing（AODV） and AD HOC on-demand 
multi-path distance vector （AOMDV）. Due to the 
complexity of CHMN performance and topology 
variability， single-path routing cannot reflect the ad‑
vantages of each node in the CHMN， while multi-
path algorithms can reduce network congestion by 
shifting traffic to other paths that are less loaded. In 
the study of existing multipath routing protocol 
AOMDV， Zhang et al.［12］ proposed a multipath 
routing protocol for mobile edge computing based 
on link lifetime and energy consumption prediction 
with an energy hierarchy strategy. When the node 
energy is below a threshold value， it no longer par‑
ticipates in routing discovery. In the route selection 
phase， the path is selected based on the survival of Fig.1　WHCM module

Fig.2　WHCM
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the routing link and the minimum energy consump‑
tion of the route. Chen et al.［14］ proposed a topology 
change adaptive AOMDV（TA-AOMDV） routing 
protocol that deployed a stable path selection algo‑
rithm that not only used node resources （remaining 
energy， available bandwidth and queue length） as 
path selection parameters， but also considered the 
probability of link stability between nodes. Yang et 
al.［15］ proposed a multipath routing protocol adaptive 
energy and queue AOMDV （AEQAOMDV） based 
on adaptively sensing node residual energy and buf‑
fer queue length. Combined with the existing re‑
search on AOMDV routing protocols［16-28］， the CH-

AOMDV routing protocol based on CHMN pro‑
posed in this paper has the ability to identify differ‑
ent communication protocol types and is able to op‑
erate on CHMN. At the same time， CH-AOMDV 
is able to establish paths for different types of nodes 
in terms of data transmission rate， communication 
distance， energy condition， and node load， and the 
established paths have smaller link load.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow： 
Section 1 discusses the principles of communication 
heterogeneous network implementation； section 2 
describes the CHMN-based multipath routing proto‑
col； section 3 discusses the experimental and com ‑
parative results for communication heterogeneous 
network； section 4 summarizes this study and pres‑
ents future work.

1 Heterogeneous Network Con⁃
struction 

In this paper， we use the WHCM as a hub to 
form the CHMN. The NS-2 network simulation 
platform is modified according to the implementa‑
tion idea of WHCM.

1. 1 Design and implementation of WHCM　

In order to realize CHMN， four types of wire‑
less communication modules are selected， which 
are widely used and easily available in the market 
such as WiFi， Bluetooth， Lora and ZIGBEE. The 
core of realizing CHMN lies in realizing the data 
transmission between different types of wireless 
communication modules. As shown in Fig.3， by de‑

signing the WHCM， the initialization code is writ‑
ten into the STM32 chip， and then several wireless 
communication modules are inserted into the corre‑
sponding positions of the printed circuit board
（PCB）. After the device is powered on， the mod‑
ules are initialized and automatically establish con‑
tact with multiple wireless communication nodes in 
the vicinity. The method is tested and found to be 
feasible. WHCM is operated by using the method 
described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 WHCM operation
while （1）
    if （WiFi received ） then
        run WiFi processing code
    else if （Lora received） then
        run Lora processing code
    else if （ZIGBEE received） then
        run ZIGBEE processing code
    else if （Bluetooth received） then
        run Bluetooth processing code
end if

1. 2 Split object model　

Due to many factors such as cost and environ‑
ment， we implement the simulation of the CHMN 
through the NS-2 network simulation platform. As 
shown in Fig. 4， NS-2 is an object-oriented simula‑
tor written in OTcl and C++ . OTcl acts as the 
front-end and C++ acts as the back-end for run‑
ning the actual simulation.

The simulation and testing of the CHMN could 
not be accomplished because the wireless communi‑
cation node structure of the NS-2 platform does not 

Fig.3　Implementing WHCM using STM32  
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match the WHCM. The key to implement the 
CHMN on NS-2 is to design the wireless heteroge‑
neous nodes like WHCM， which requires modifica‑
tion of the wireless communication node hierarchy. 
The wireless communication node involves the un‑
derlying files from the physical layer to the applica‑
tion layer. Since the split object model of NS-2 uses 
both C++ and OTcl， it is necessary to modify 
both files. As can be seen in Fig.4， the class hierar‑
chy of the two languages can be independent or the 
OTcl and C++ interfaces can be linked together 
using Tclcl. There are two types of classes in each 
domain， and the first type includes classes linked be‑
tween the C++ and OTcl domains. These OTcl 
and C++ class hierarchies are called the interpreta‑
tion hierarchy and the compilation hierarchy， respec‑
tively. The second type includes OTcl and C++ 
classes that are not linked together. These classes 
are not part of either the interpretation hierarchy or 
the compilation hierarchy. Roughly speaking， OTcl 
builds the network （e. g.， creating and connecting 
nodes）， while C++ runs the actual simulation （e.
g.， passing packets from one node to another）. The 
implementation of WHCM requires full modifica‑
tion of both C++ and OTcl files.

1. 3 Wireless heterogeneous node model　

When creating a wireless communication 
node， it is necessary to set up a structure including 
physical layer， link layer， mac layer， application 
layer， antenna， etc. Different layers are encapsulat‑
ed into different modules through C++ code. Dif‑
ferent modules retain interfaces to other modules. 
Through the logical relationship that exists between 
OTcl code and C++ variables， discrete hierarchi‑
cal modules can be connected to establish a hierar‑
chical structure of wireless communication nodes.

The specific files include ns-mobilenode.tcl， 

ns-lib. tcl， ns-trace. tcl， and so on. The hierarchical 
structure of wireless communication nodes in NS-2 
is given in Fig.5， where ARP means the address 
resolution protocol. It is not difficult to find that the 
structure is obviously mismatched with the structure 
of the WHCM as shown in Fig.1. The key to the 
implementation of the CHMN lies in the implemen‑
tation of the functions and structure of the WHCM， 
so the hierarchical structure of wireless communica‑
tion nodes needs to be redesigned.

Fig.6 presents the structure of a multi-channel 
wireless communication nodes like WHCM. LL， 
IFQ， MAC， NetIF and Prop are the date link lay‑
er， node buffer queue， mac layer and propagation 
model of the node， respectively. This constitutes 
the four channels of WHCM， which represent the 
four communication protocols of WiFi， Bluetooth， 
Lora and ZIGBEE. When different channels are ad‑
opted， the data transmission rate， communication 
distance， energy consumption and node load capaci‑
ty are also different.

1. 4 Implementation principle of heterogeneous 
node structure　

NS-2 utilizes a split-object model， where each 

Fig.4　Split object model of NS-2

Fig.5　Single channel wireless communication node

Fig.6　Multi-channel WHCM
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module structure has a logical relationship in C++ 
and OTcl. The MobileNode class and its parent 
class Node are defined in the C++ file， while the 
add-interface class and its objects are defined at the 
OTcl file through Node/MobileNode in the OTcl 
language， including channel， mactype， lltype， ifq‑
type， anttype and the member variables mac_， ll_， 
ifq_， netif_， etc. The NS-2 modules are shown in 
Figs.5，6.

Each block diagram represents an NS-2 mod‑
ule with independent functions， such as mac layer， 
link layer， interface buffer queue， etc. which is mod‑
ularized through C++ and retain the logical rela‑
tionship with OTcl and the interface for interaction 
with other layers. The OTcl provides parameters 
and metrics for network emulation construction and 
operation， which is bundled with C++ files 
through the OTcl language.

As shown in Fig.7， the node obtains their own 
node ID value according to the OTcl to confirm 
whether they are WHCM. If not， they maintain the 
node structure， otherwise they change the node 
structure to the WHCM structure with four chan‑
nels.

The four channels are also differentiated and 
given different heterogeneous characteristics. The 
functions for data transmission at this level are modi‑
fied accordingly so that packets can be transmitted 
within the same channels of the protocol. Finally， 

the OTcl language is used to connect the modules 
together as described by Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Wireless node structure setting
Set ns ［Simulator instance］
If （node_type==WHCM）

i←4 /*set four channels */
While ｛i｝
ifq_i_（ $t） ← ［new $qtype］ /*set interface 

queue */
mac_i_（$t）←［new $mactype］ /*set mac lay‑

er */
ll_i_（$t）←［new $lltype］
netif_（$t）←［new $iftype］
$mac up-target $ll /*connect mac layer and 

link layer */
$ll down-target $ifq
$mac netif $netif
$ifq target $mac
$channel addif $netif
i←i-1
In OTcl language， we use the add-interface de‑

fined by Node/MobileNode to complete the module 
connection. Firstly， an ns entity is defined， and  
that the node is the WHCM based on its ID is con‑
firmed. Then， the mac layer， link layer， and IFQ 
layer interfaces and connect the modules are initial‑
ized， as described in Algorithm 2， which provides a 
simple idea for connecting discrete NS-2 modules in‑
to a whole structure. In addition， NS-2 module defi‑
nition and other settings also need to be modified 
separately in OTcl.

1. 5 Heterogeneous features setting　

CHMN consists of several wireless communi‑
cation technologies which include different wireless 
communication modules. According to the re‑
search， the performance differences between differ‑
ent communication modules are mainly reflected in 
four aspects： Energy consumption， data transmis‑
sion rate， data transmission distance and load capac‑
ity. When data transmission is performed， except 
for WHCM which can transmit data with all nodes， 
other nodes cannot communicate directly with differ‑
ent types of nodes.

In the CHMN， a unique ID is generated when 

Fig.7　Modification of wireless node structure
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the node is created in the OTcl file and stored in the 
node class as a chain table in the corresponding 
C++ file. The node ID values are obtained by 
C++ and OTcl， and used to distinguish the differ‑
ent node types and modify their energy consumption 
characteristics accordingly.

The node and its ID are created in OTcl. Then 
the OTcl language is used to read the pointer to this 
node in the C++ file. According to the relationship 
between OTcl and C++ ， we call their common 
parent class TclObject and use it to point the pointer 
to the mobilenode class of this node. In this way we 
get the ID value of this node. Based on the ID val‑
ue， the node’s energy consumption is modified.

During data packet transmission， the node’s lo‑
cation information （X， Y， Z） and node type 
（node_type） are uploaded. Each time a packet is re‑
ceived， the node first calculates the distance be‑
tween two nodes and determines whether it can 
communicate directly according to the protocol be‑
tween the two nodes. In this way the nodes com ‑
plete the interaction of data when the communica‑
tion distance and communication protocol meet the 
communication conditions.

The timer class function LinkLoadTimer in 
NS-2 is used to get the load of data. By periodically 
obtaining the load value of the node， the function 
calculates the weighted average of the node load and 
uses this value to represent the load of node.

Finally， the transmission rate of different 
nodes is modified accordingly in the OTcl file ac‑
cording to the node ID value. The agent mode is us‑
er datagram protocol（UDP）， and constant bitrate
（CBR） data stream is used for data transmission. 
Each node can act as a source node or a destination 
node in the network. The transmission rate is modi‑
fied as described in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Transmission rate setting
Set udp（$i） ［new Agent/UDP］
$ns attach-agent $node（$i） $udp（$i）
while ｛$dest == $i｝
  set dest ［expr round（［$randomNode value］）］
  set cbr（$i） ［new Application/Traffic/CBR］
  $cbr（$i） attach-agent $udp（$i）
  $cbr（$i） set rate_ ［expr $val（throughput）

*rate_type］

2 Analysis of Routing Algorithms 

2. 1 Path load calculation　

The CH-AOMDV multipath routing algorithm 
can operate in CHMN and take full advantage of 
each type of node to achieve load balancing of the 
network. The principle of implementation is that the 
communication transmission rate， communication 
distance， the node load and energy status of each 
node is used to calculate the path load value while 
establishing the path. The path is selected based on 
this value so that the selected path fully takes into 
account the load of the nodes on the path. The calcu‑
lation method is given as

path_load = Energy∙energy + Speed∙speed +
Len∙length + Distance∙ distance (1)

where “energy” represents the path energy suitabili‑
ty； “speed” the transmission rate suitability， 

“length” the link load suitability； and “distance” the 
communication distance suitability； “Energy”

“Speed” “Len”， and “Distance” are their weight 
values， respectively. For example， if we want to fo‑
cus on the impact of node residual “energy” on the 
routing protocol performance， we should increase 

“Energy” appropriately. The calculation method is 
given as

Energy = 1 -
∑
i = 1

Sum

Ei

E initial × Sum
 （2）

Distance =
∑
i = 1

Sum

Di

Dmax × ∑
i = 1

Sum

H i

（3）

Speed = 1 -
∑
i = 1

Sum

V i H i

V max × ∑
i = 1

Sum

H i

（4）

Len = 1 -
∑
i = 1

Sum

Li H i

Lmax × ∑
i = 1

Sum

H i

（5）

Li =
∑
j = 1

j = 5

j × R

∑
j = 1

5

j
（6）
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where Sum represents the number of nodes between 
the current node and the destination node； Ei the re‑
maining energy； Di the transmission distance； Vi 
the communication rate； Hi the hop count and Li the 
buffer value. After normalising the heterogeneous 
characteristics of CHMN， the smaller the value ob‑
tained， the smaller the load value of that metric on 
the corresponding path， the range of values is 
shown below

Eenrgy + Speed + Len + Distance = 1 (7)
Eenrgy ∈ [ 0,1 ] (8)
Len ∈ [ 0,1 ] (9)
Distance ∈ [ 0,1 ] (10)
Speed ∈ [ 0,1 ] (11)

2. 2 Routing discovery process　

The CH-AOMDV algorithm is modified so 
that it can run on the CHMN constructed in this pa‑
per and achieve the function of load balancing. 
When a node in the network is about to send data， 
the steps are as follows.

Step 1 When a node wants to send data to an‑
other node， the source node will query the routing 
table to find out if there is an active route to the des‑
tination node. If there is “yes”， it will choose a path 
with the minimum path_load value from all paths to 
send data. If there is “no”， the node will write its 
node_type and location into the “Route Request” 
packet and send it out.

Step 2 When the intermediate node receives 
the “Route Request” packet， it first checks whether 
the node_type and communication distance of the 
message meet the reception conditions. If it is “satis‑
fied”， it goes to Step 4， otherwise it discards the 
packet. When node_type=0， it means the node is 
WHCM.

Step 3 If the reverse path does not exist， a re‑
verse path is established and then whether the 

“Route Request” packet is from itself or it is re‑
ceived repeatedly is determined. If it is  “no”， it 
goes to Step 7； otherwise it discards the packet.

Step 4 If the intermediate node is the destina‑
tion node， the node will create a “Route Reply” 
packet. The packet is updated with node_type， 

node location information “X， Y， Z” and heteroge‑
neous parameter values “energy” “len” “speed” 

“distance”， and then the “Route Reply” packet fol‑
lows the reverse path of the “Route Request” 
packet.

Step 5 If the intermediate node is not the des‑
tination node， the node looks up the routing table 
and determines if a route to the destination node ex‑
ists. If “exists”， the node updates the packet with 
node_type， node location information “X， Y， Z” 
and heterogeneous parameters “energy” “len” 

“speed” “distance” to the “Route Reply” pachet. 
Then the “Route Reply” packet is sent to the source 
node following the reverse path of the “Route Re‑
quest” packet information packet. Otherwise， it 
goes to Step 6.

Step 6 The node determines whether the fi‑
nal broadcast is set to real. If it is “set to real”， the 
packet is discarded； otherwise， the node updates 
node_type and node location information “X， Y， 
Z” to the “Route request” packet and forward it. 
The route discovery process is described in Algo‑
rithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Route discovery process
if （s_type==r_type||s_type==0||r_type==0）
  if （distance<reference distance）
    if （s_destination== r） then discard RREQ
      if （reverse route table=NULL） then
        add reverse route table
      end if
if （r_seqnum <s_ seqnum） then
    pathlist = NULL
    Reverse_Path_insert（nexthop，lasthop， hop‑

count+1）
else if （s_seqnum==r_seqnumdP&&r_adver ‑

tised_hops>s_hopcpunt）
        then
        if （r_firsthop==s_firsthop&&r_lasthop 

==r_lasthop）
             update reverse_path
        else if （new_disjoint_path）
           Reverse_path_insert （nexthop，lasthop， 

hopcount+1）
end if
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if （s_dst == r）
    sendReply（node_type， seat，heterogeneous 

parameters）
else
            update RREQ
            forward RREQ
        end if
      end if
    else discard RREQ
    end if
else discard RREQ
end if
In the CH-AOMDV protocol， when the desti‑

nation node receives a “Route Request” packet， or 
when an intermediate node with a valid route to the 
destination node receives a “Route Request” 
packet， it sends a “Route Request” packet to the 
source node. The processing steps of a node receiv‑
ing a “Route Request” packet in the CH-AOMDV 
protocol are as follows. It is worth mentioning that 
when node_type=0， it indicates that the node is 
WHCM.

Step 1 After a “Route Reply”packet is re‑
ceived， the node first determines whether the proto‑
col and communication distance meet the reception 
conditions.  If it “meets”， it first determines 
whether the “Route Reply”packet is sent by itself. If 
it is “yes”， it discards the packet. Otherwise it goes 
to Step 2. 

Step 2 The heterogeneous parameters is up‑
dated by the parameters in the “Route Reply”
packet. It is checked whether there is a forward rout‑
ing table for the destination address of the “Route 
Reply”packet. If it “exists”， it goes to Step 3. If it 

“does not exist”， the forward routing table corre‑
sponding to the “Route Reply”packet is added， and 
then it goes to Step 3. 

Step 3 It is checked whether the sequence 
number of the “Route Reply”packet is larger than 
the sequence number of the corresponding forward 
routing table entry. If it is “no”， it goes to Step 4. If 
it is “yes”， the original forward routing table infor‑
mation is cleared， and the new forward routing table 
information is added. The updated heterogeneous 
parameters are used to calculate the link load value 

and inserted into the route table， and then Step 7 is 
executed. 

Step 4 It is checked if the sequence number 
and the corresponding forward routing table se‑
quence number are equal and the “Route Reply”
packet suitability is smaller than the minimum suit‑
ability of the forward routing table entry. If they are 

“no”，  the “Route Reply”packet is discarded. If 
they are “yes”， it goes to Step 5. 

Step 5 It is determined whether the forward 
path corresponding to the “Route Reply”packet ex‑
ists. If it “exists”， the forward path information is 
updated， and then it goes to Step 7. If it “does not 
exist”， it goes to Step 6. 

Step 6  If the number of paths is less than the 
maximum number of paths and there is no signifi‑
cant difference in length， the updated heterogeneous 
parameters are used to calculate the link load value， 
and the link load value is inserted into the path table. 
And then it goes to Step 7. 

Step 7 The minimum fitness of the forward 
routing table entry is updated. 

Step 8 If there are cached packets that need 
to be transmitted along the forward route， they are 
transmitted. 

Step 9 If a node the intended recipient of the 
“Route Reply”packet， the packet is discarded. Oth‑

erwise， the reply source address is updated and the 
“Route Reply”packet is modified with node_type， 

node location information “X， Y， Z” and the up‑
dated heterogeneous parameter values “energy” 

“len” “speed” “distance”， and then forwarded. The 
“Route Reply”packet is described in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Routing reply process
if（s_type==r_type||s_type==0||r_type==0） 

then
  if （distance< reference distance） then
    if （s_destination ==r） then 
    discard RREP/* energy， length， distance， 

speed*/
    update heterogeneous parameters count 

path_load
    if（route table==NULL）
      then add route table
end if
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if （r_seqno < s_dst_seqno）
    path=NULL
    forward_path_insert （ nexthop， lasthop，hop‑

count+1， path_load）
else if （ r_seqno == s_dst_seqno &&r_adver‑

tised_hops > s_hop_count&&path_load
<minFit ）

  then
    if （r_firsthop==s_firsthop&&r_lasthop =

=r_lasthop）update path
    else if （new_disjoint_path&& r_num_paths_

 < aomdv_max_paths_）forward_path_insert
（nexthop， lasthop，hopcount+1， path_load）

    end if
      update minFit
if （s== r） then discard RREP
else
    update RREP
    foward RREP
    end if
  else discard RREP
  end if
else discard RREP
end if

2. 3 Path selection　

The calculation of the path load value is intro‑
duced in section 2.1. Heterogeneous characteristics 
such as data transfer rate and energy status are re‑
flected in path_load. The path load on different 
paths can be represented by adding the extended 
field path_load to the path table.

The process of initiating a route is described in  
section 2.2， which creates multiple paths from the 
source node to the destination node， and the follow‑
ing pseudo-code describes how to select the path 
with the lowest path load from the multiple paths. 
The path selection is described in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 Path selection
*p←rt_ path_ list. lh_ first
*path←NULL
min_ link_ load←0xffff
for（； p；p=p->link. le_next）
  for（；p；p=p->path_link. le_next）
    if（p->path_load<min_path_load）
      path←p

      min_ path_ load←p->linkload
    end if
return path
During the routing process， if the path_load 

value in the path table is small， it means that the av‑
erage remaining energy of the nodes on the path is 
small， or the load is small， or the data transmission 
rate is small， or the path communication distance is 
close. This means that the path is suitable for data 
transmission and the packet is chosen to be sent via 
this path. By using the data rate， energy and load of 
the communicating nodes as the routing criteria， the 
source node eventually establishes a communication 
path to the destination node， which usually has rela‑
tively sufficient energy and light load， as well as a 
relatively fast data rate and a near communication 
distance.

3 Performance Evaluation 

In this section， we conduct simulation experi‑
ments using the NS-2 platform to compare and test 
the performance of CH-AOMDV in communication 
heterogeneous networks with traditional networks， 
compare and analyze the performance differences be‑
tween the CH-AOMDV protocols and the AOM ‑
DV， AODV， and AEQAOMDV protocols. The 
packet delivery rate， average end-to-end delay， 
routing overhead， throughput and network life cycle 
are simulated and analyzed for different networks 
with different node distribution densities.

3. 1 Environment and parameter setting test　

Based on the CHMN， as shown in Table 1， 
various parameters are used to evaluate the perfor‑
mance of the proposed protocol and the built 
CHMN， such as the number of nodes， energy mod‑
el， network type and so on.

Table 1　Simulation environment and protocol parameters

Parameter

Protocol

Simulation time/s
Propagation model

Antenna
Channel

Energy model

Value
CH‑AOMDV, AOMDV, AODV, 

AEQAOMDV
1 000

TwoRay
OmniAntenna

WirelessChannel
Energy‑Model
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3. 1. 1 Packet delivery rate　

The packet delivery rate is the ratio of the num ‑
ber of packets sent by the application layer to the 
number of packets received by the destination. This 
criterion indicates the quality of the routing protocol 
from the source to the destination. The greater the 
packet delivery rate， the better the performance of 
the routing protocol. and Pdelivery denotes the packet 
delivery rate， and is calculated as

P delivery = PR

PS
× 100% (12)

where PR represents the number of data packets that 
successfully reached the destination； and PS the to‑
tal number of packets sent by the source node.
3. 1. 2 Average end⁃to⁃end delay　

The average end-to-end delay is the delay gen‑
erated by the successful delivery of a data packet 
from the source node to the destination node. A delay 
represents the average end-to-end delay and is calcu‑
lated as

A delay = 1
N ∑

i = 0

N

( R time ( i )- S time ( i ) ) (13)

where N represents the number of successfully trans‑
mitted data packets； R time ( i ) the time of arrival of 
the ith packet at the destination node； and S time ( i ) 
the time when the ith packet is sent.
3. 1. 3 Routing overhead　

Routing overhead is the ratio of the number of 
routing control packets sent by all nodes in the net‑
work to the number of data packets successfully re‑
ceived by all destination nodes. This metric is used 
to indicate the utilization of effective network re‑
sources. The smaller the metric， the lower the addi‑
tional network overhead and the higher the effective 
network resource utilization. N load indicates the rout‑
ing overhead， and is calculated as

N load = PC

PD
(14)

where PC represents the total number of the control 
packets sent by the node； and PD the total number 
of the data packets received by the destination node.
3. 1. 4 Throughput rate　

The throughput rate is the total number of bits 
successfully delivered over the network to the desti‑
nation. It is a quality and performance indicator. 

High throughput means that fewer packets are 
dropped， or more data are transferred， during the 
transfer of data from the source to the destination. 
Th express the throughput rate， and is calculated as 

T h = 1
TRend - TRstart

∑
i = 0

M

R bytes ( i )× 8 (15)

where R bytes ( i ) represents the number of bytes of the 
ith packet that successfully reached the destination； 
M the total number of the packets received at the 
destination； TRend the time when the reception of da‑
ta packets ends in the network； and TRstart the time 
when a data packet starts to be sent in the network.

3. 2 Simulation results　

According to Ref.［15］， the initial value of the 
simulation environment area is set to 800 m × 800 m， 
and the simulate environment x=y=k×area1/2. 
Nodes are distributed in the simulation environment 
in a random manner. We modify the value of k to 
control the range of the simulation environment so 
that the node distribution density can be varied. 
3. 2. 1 Validation of difference between CH⁃

AOMDV under traditional and hetero⁃

geneous networks

Fig.8 displays the effect of different node distri‑
bution factor k on the packet delivery rate in differ‑
ent networks.

As the distance of node distribution increases， 
the packet delivery rate decreases from 98.56% to 
2.11% for traditional networks and from 97.5% to 
41.5% for heterogeneous networks when k=30， 
The reason is that as nodes become more and more 
distant from each other， route origination and path 
establishment become more and more difficult. 

Fig.8　Relationship between k and data packet delivery rate
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However， the presence of long range communica‑
tion nodes such as Lora and WHCM in CHMN al‑
lows the network to work despite the long distance 
distribution of nodes. Whereas， conventional net‑
works （WiFi is chosen here） have shorter communi‑
cation distances and hence the performance decreas‑
es drastically when the distribution distance is far. 
When k > 30， the communication capability is com ‑
pletely lost and the limit of CHMN is much better 
than the conventional network.

Fig.9 shows the effect of k on the average end-

to-end delay in different networks. As the distance 
of node distribution increases， the average end-to-

end delay of the traditional network first increases to 
55.08 ms and then decreases to 0.87 ms， while the 
average end-to-end delay of the heterogeneous net‑
work first increases to 12.84 ms and then decreases 
to 1.23 ms. The increase of k leads to more difficult  
communication and increasing average end-to-end 
delay. When the distance among the nodes exceeds 
a certain limit， the nodes are unable to establish a 
stable data transmission path and the average end-to-

end delay decreases. In CHMN， Lora and WHCM 
support long distance communication. In addition， 
WHCM connects to long range communication 
nodes while prioritizing nearby short range commu‑
nication nodes. This not only improves the packet 
delivery rate but also significantly reduces the aver‑
age end-to-end delay.

Fig.10 displays the effect of k on the routing 
overhead in different networks. The routing over‑
head of the traditional network increases from 12.84 
each to 111.02 each， while that of the heteroge‑

neous network increases from 1.04 each to 25.81 
each. The presence of Lora nodes and WHCM in 
the CHMN allows the network to establish more 
stable long-range paths. Therefore， there is no need 
to initiate frequent route establishment requests， 
thus the routing overhead is redued.

Fig.11 shows k on the throughput rate in differ‑
ent networks.

As the distance of node distribution increases， 
the throughput rate of traditional network decreases 
from 44.7 × 104 bit/s to 3.14 × 104 bit/s， while 
that of the heterogeneous network increases to 
107.42 × 104 bit/s and then decreases to 10.56 ×
104 bit/s. Due to factors such as the decrease in 
packet delivery rate and the increase in node distribu‑
tion distance， the throughput of traditional networks 
has significantly decreased. The WHCM has obvi‑
ous advantages in this environment and maintains 
good performance.
3. 2. 2 Verification of impact of node distribu⁃

tion density on protocol performance　

The effect of k on routing packet delivery rate 
is shown in Fig.12. As the node distribution dis‑
tance increases， the packet delivery rate of CH-

Fig.10　Relationship between k and routing overhead

Fig.9　Relationship between k and average end-to-end delay

Fig.11　Relationship between k and throughput rate
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AOMDV protocol decreases from 97.56% to 
7.52%， AEQAOMDV protocol decreases from 
90.84% to 8.78%， AOMDV protocol decreases 
from 93.16% to 3.22%， and AODV protocol de‑
creases from 84.3% to 1.56%. The reason is that as 
the distance among the nodes increases. The possi‑
bility of establishing a path between the nodes de‑
creases and the possibility of path interruption in‑
creases， which leads to the decrease in packet deliv‑
ery rate.

The impact of k on average end-to-end delay is 
shown in Fig.13.

As the distribution distance among nodes in‑
creases， the average end-to-end delay of the CH-

AOMDV protocol increases to 12.84 ms， then de‑
creases to 1.37 ms， AEQAOMDV protocol increas‑
es to 24.77 ms， then decreases to 2.13 ms， and 
AOMDV protocol increases to 28.77 ms， then de‑
creases to 2.45 ms. Although AOMDV can find 
multiple paths and reduce the link disconnection 
times， it cannot control the load of the communicat‑
ing nodes on the link， especially for CHMN. The 
presence of highly loaded nodes on the same link 
negatively affects the network load due to the signifi‑

cant performance differences between different 
nodes.

The effect of k on routing overhead is shown in 
Fig.14. The routing overhead of the CH-AOMDV 
protocol increases from 1.12 each to 25.81 each as 
the node distribution distance increases， AEQA‑
OMDV protocol increases from 1.74 each to 41.7 
each， AOMDV protocol increases from 1.51 each 
to 40.13 each and AODV protocol increases from 
0.89 each to 13.37 each. As the nodes are distribut‑
ed further and further， the short-range communica‑
tion nodes in the network gradually lose their advan‑
tages and the long-range communication nodes grad‑
ually gain advantages. Therefore， the path load val‑
ue decision appears to change. In general， as the 
nodes are distributed further apart from each other， 
path building becomes more difficult. The nodes 
need to initiate route requests more frequently， thus 
the routing overhead is increased. The AODV algo‑
rithm does not require frequent initiation of routes 
because it is a single-path routing algorithm， so 
AODV performs better than AOMDV and AEQA ‑
OMDV in terms of routing overhead， and slightly 
better than CH-AOMDV， but this comes at the ex‑
pense of other performance.

The effect of k on the throughput rate is shown 
in Fig.15. As the node distribution distance increas‑
es， the throughput rate of CH-AOMDV protocol in‑
creases to 107.42 × 104 bit/s and then decreases to 
10.55 × 104 bit/s， the AEQAOMDV protocol in‑
creases to 107.41 × 104 bit/s and then decreases to 
10.55 × 104 bit/s， the CH-AOMDV protocol in‑
creases to 74.62 × 104 bit/s and then decreases to 
5.01 × 104 bit/s， the AOMDV protocol increases 

Fig.12 Relationship between k and date packet delivery rate

Fig.13　Relationship between k and average end-to-end delay

Fig.14　Relationship between k and routing overhead
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to 70.75 × 104 bit/s and then decreases to 6.59 ×
104 bit/s， and the AODV protocol increases to 
48.36 × 104 bit/s and then decreases to 2.45 ×
104  bit/s. Bluetooth and ZIGBEE， which have 
slower data transmission rate and shorter transmis‑
sion distance， gradually lose their advantages in 
path selection. WiFi with faster data transmission 
and slightly longer transmission distance becomes 
the first choice for path selection， so its throughput 
rate shows an increasing trend at the beginning. As 
the communication distance increases， WiFi nodes 
also lose their advantage. Lora and WHCM with 
long communication distance， slow data transmis‑
sion and small load gradually become the main‑
stream of data transmission in the network， so the 
data throughput rate gradually decrease.

In Fig.16， the network life cycle refers to the 
time of death of the first node in the network. As k 
increases， the network life cycle increases from 
31.01 s to 285.1 s for CH-AOMDV protocol， from 
37.09 s to 200.12 s for AEQAOMDV protocol， 
from 14.11 s to 117.98 s for AOMDV protocol， and 
from 11.87 s to 107.16 s for AODV protocol. As 
the nodes are distributed further away， path estab‑
lishment and initiation become difficult， data interac‑
tions become less frequent， and therefore less ener‑
gy is consumed， thus the network life cycle is in‑
creased. In comparison， both CH-AOMDV and 
AEQAOMDV significantly improve the network 
lifecycle because energy conditions are also used as 
the path selection criteria. When the energy is low， 
nodes are less likely to be selected as routes for es‑
tablishing paths， thus the data flow is  distributed to 
some nodes with better conditions. However， CH-

AOMDV outperforms AEQAOMDV because it 
takes into account the heterogeneous characteristics.

4 Conclusions 

We design a device based on STM32 that can 
communicate with multiple wireless communication 
nodes and build a CHMN with multiple communica‑
tion protocols. In the CHMN， the path selection 
takes into account the heterogeneous characteristics 
of the nodes and selects a path with lower path load 
to achieve the complementary advantages of multi‑
ple wireless communication technologies and reduce 
the load balance of the network. Simulation and test 
experiments show that CH-AOMDV performs bet‑
ter on the CHMN compared with AOMDV， AE‑
QAOMDV and AODV， and can effectively reduce 
the load balancing of the network. It improves pack‑
et delivery rate， reduces average end-to-end delay， 
increases throughput rate， and reduces routing over‑
head. In addition， CHMN performance is better 
than traditional networks.

In the future， the protocol proposed in this pa‑
per will be implemented on an established network 
tested to validate the test results. In addition， the 
protocol will be applied to IoT-based wireless sen‑
sor networks to validate its usefulness in application 
environments such as smart cities and smart agricul‑
ture.
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无线异构 Mesh网络搭建与负载均衡路由研究

曹 鹏 1， 宁 芊 1， 黄霖宇 1， 陈炳才 2， 唐成文 1

（1.四川大学电子信息学院, 成都  610065, 中国； 2.大连理工大学计算机科学与技术学院, 大连  116024, 中国）

摘要：在智慧城市等应用场景中，单一的无线通信技术无法覆盖复杂的网络环境，且不同的通信技术间无法相互

通信，无法充分利用不同的无线通信技术。因此，本文设计了一种可以与多种无线通信节点进行通信的设备，称

为无线异构通信模块（Wireless communication heterogeneous modules， WHCM）。WHCM 被用作枢纽来构建通

信异构网状网络（Communication heterogeneous mesh network， CHMN）。CHMN 由具有多种无线通信协议的节

点组成。本文提出了一种基于 CHMN 的按需多路径距离矢量（AD HOC on‑demand multi‑path distance vector， 
AOMDV）路由协议（名为 CH‑AOMDV）。CH‑AOMDV 能够在路由发起和路径建立过程中识别不同类型的通

信协议，并比较 CHMN 中每个节点的通信距离、数据传输速率、能量和负载情况。NS‑2 平台仿真表明，当节点之

间的分布距离变远时，在数据包传输速率、平均端到端延迟、吞吐率和路由开销方面，CHMN 的性能优于传统网

络。本文提出了一种实现 CHMN 的方法和相应的负载均衡路由协议 CH‑AOMDV，该协议优于其他 3 种协议，

它提高了网络的生命周期、吞吐量和数据包分组投递率，降低了节点开销和平均端到端延迟，该协议对 CHMN
非常有用。

关键词：异构网络；STM32；需多路径距离矢量；路径负载；NS‑2
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